
Ray Tracing Particle Image Velocimetry enables

gas flow field measurements in optically

challenging systems like transparent packed

beds. Imaging through transparent geometries

causes distortions which can be handled by

applying a ray tracing based correction method.

Here the flow field behind two transparent

spheres is measured together with the free

surface flow. A very good continuity of the

measured velocity field can be observed.

Velten, Zähringer

A counter-current extraction process of Artemisia Annua L. leaves is observed in a screw-

based glass extruder focusing on the relevant hydrodynamic features. The extract contains

the valuable substance artemisinin used for the production of anti-malaria drugs while the

raffinate consists of exhausted leaves. In the main extraction part of the extruder a constant

phase distribution in the segments is observed. Experimental observations are used to

represent the process with CFD simulations for optimization.

Chovatiya, Lehr

Locomotion pattern experiments on a flexible

robotic fish: In comparison to real fish, robots

perform simplified motion patterns. The robot

builds, together with the surrounding fluid, a

complex multiphysical system and the relation of

head and tail is crucial for efficient propulsion. In

preparation of a subsequent optimization of the

motion pattern, the influence of the pivot point

location, tail beat frequency and actuation

amplitude is studied.

Abbaszadeh, Hoerner, Leidhold

Streamline-visualisation of the

mean liquid flow structure in a

counter-current laboratory-

scale bubble column at

different liquid flow rates and

10 l/h air flow rate. The

bubbles are introduced at the

bottom. The arrows indicate

the mean liquid flow direction.

Kováts, Zähringer
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Continuous separation of oil from

water with an adapted Pitot pump:

Proven separation efficiencies of over

99% have been achieved in the

separation of sunflower oil from water

using the separation pump. In recent

studies, these high separation

efficiencies have also been demonstra-

ted for diesel, gasoline, motor oil, and

fuel oil. Purified water with a maximum

residual oil concentration below 100

ppm was achieved.

Köpplin

The active sensing space of fish is explored in a mini swim tunnel with flow field and drag

force determination on realistic fish body geometries for the validation and calibration of

numerical methods. Fish sense the surrounding flow field with their highly specialized lateral

line sensory system. This “touch at a distance” sensing modality allows fish to perceive

minute changes in the pressure, velocity and acceleration field.

Khan, Shah, Hoerner

Sensor calibration for fish injury assessment in hydropower applications

Current sensing devices aiming to replacing wild live fish tests in hydropower facilities

are instrumented with 6 DOF accelerometers and pressure sensors to measure

barotrauma risks and collisions. The blade strike apparatus investigates such collision

events under laboratory conditions and allows to determine uncertainties of the

sensors and to transfer acceleration data into fish mortality.

Kösters, Abbaszadeh, Efimov, Tuhtan, Hoerner

Sustainable Hydropower:

Flume model of a Darrieus-

type cross-flow tidal

turbine for an experimental

optimization of actuated

blade pitch trajectories.

Ruiz-Hussmann, Bennecke, 

Abdelghafar, Hoerner

4-D High-Speed Tomographic Particle Tracking

Velocimetry was used to visualize the 3D bubble

shape (grey), trajectory (coloured with bubble

velocity) and liquid wake vortex structure (coloured

with vorticity). The evolution of vortex structures

behind rising bubbles with different sizes was

analysed with the help of shake-the-box, fine-

scale-reconstruction and 3D volume reconstruction

algorithms.

Chang, Müller, Kováts, Zähringer


